World Action Decree (continued)

Insert C: God Government
Mighty I AM Presence! Expose the cause, effect, record, and memory of all that
would tear down the constitutional form of America’s government as established
by our Founding Fathers. Beloved Saint Germain and the Cosmic Councils, expose
all that seeks to deny, ridicule, desecrate, and abort the Perfect Christ Image of the
unborn Holy Innocents, Children of the Light, and the mature Sons and Daughters
of God in America and every Freedom-Loving nation around the world. Expose
all that would strip them of their God-Given Freedoms to be born, to live, work,
and worship as their Christ Presence decrees.
Expose every form of criticism, condemnation and judgment, character assassination,
gossip, vicious accusation, and all injustice in our legal system, directed against the
Sons and Daughters of God and the Truth of Cosmic Law.
Expose the carnal mind’s bitter hatred and destructivity directed against the release
of Christ Light.
Expose all tools of the sinister force fomenting injustice in positions of power in
all state and national executive, legislative, and judicial branches of government
and undermining each citizen’s responsibility and authority over their own affairs.
Expose all doubts, fears, lethargy, or human sympathy within the electorate, all
godless, progressive and socialist bias, graft, and dishonesty on the part of the news
media, members of the nonprofit sector, and all elected or appointed officials and
civil servants.
Expose all carnal-minded pressure groups, dishonesty, bribery, corruption, and
injustice associated with lobbyists, unions, political activists, political parties, and
entrenched party machines using glamour, fascination, deceit, and manipulation
to take advantage of mankind’s desperation and misfortune, promising something
for nothing during elections and the legislative process.
Expose the cause and core of all manipulation of census data and the electoral process.
Expose the cause and core of the manipulation of domestic and world economies, the
cause of all totalitarian, dictatorial, or elitist governments and political movements,
including godless communism, socialism, progressive movements, and authoritarian
religious regimes.
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Expose the cause, effect, record, and memory of all carnate and discarnate entities
and floating grids and forcefields of accumulated astral and psychic substances
producing economic and political chaos and instability in America and in every
Freedom-Loving nation around the world.
Expose the rationalization and justification of all ungodly political and economic
policies and medical procedures including abortion in the name of freedom of
expression. Mighty I AM Presence! Awaken our civilian populations, legislators,
judges, and elected officials at every level of government to the urgent need for
reform in these areas.
Mighty I AM Presence! Charge! (3x) into my feeling world the full Power of your
Ascended Master Feeling as I issue the following Decree to all the human creation
of this entire planetary body: You have no power! (3x) Let the instantaneous release
of the Self-Luminous, Intelligent, Ascended Master Light Substance, issuing forth
without limit from my Electronic Body, so charge my thought and feeling world
and reach out with such God Power as far as my own activities are concerned that
there is not one thing nor any human creation that has power to touch my world
or to make me feel it!
Mighty I AM Presence! Beloved Mighty Cosmos! Beloved Kronos! Beloved
Nada and Beloved Portia! I AM the Resurrection and the Life of Divine Justice,
Order, Harmony, and Ruby Ray Sacrifice displacing all governmental, political,
and economic chaos in America and the world. Mighty I AM Presence!
I AM Streaming Golden Helicon, flowing in, through, and around every mortal
condition identified by the All-Seeing Eye and concentrating the Dazzling White
Light of the Christos to take dominion over these conditions. Beloved Twelve
Mighty Elohim, come forth in full Power. Take possession of America and all
Freedom-Loving nations and peoples. Give them Divine Direction, Invincible
Protection, and Limitless Supply. See that they use this Freedom and Opportunity
to thy Glory and the fulfillment of their Divine Plan!
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